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Microstructural Dynamics of the Myocardium: Orientation of the Muscle Fibers and Occurrence of Cardiomyopathies
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This paper considers the Holzapfel–Ogden (HO) model to examine the behavior of the left ventricle myocardium. At the tissue level, we analyze the contributions of the orientation angle of muscle fibers (MFs) and investigate their effects on the occurrence of certain cardiomyopathies and congenital diseases at the organ level. Knowing the importance of myocardial microstructure on cardiac function, we vary the angle between the direction of collagen sheets and MFs in all layers of the myocardium (from epicardium to endocardium) to model the effects of tilted MFs. Based on the HO model in which the directions of the fibers are orthogonal and using the strain energy of HO, we construct a tensile-compression test and simulate the dynamics of a cubic sample. We recover the authors’ results exhibiting the existence of residual stresses in various directions. Then, we modify the energy of HO slightly to assess the impact of the same stress states on the system with tilted MFs. A numerical tensile-compression test performed on this new cubic sample shows that, in certain directions, the heart tissue is more resistant to shear deformations in some planes than in others. Moreover, it appears that the residual stress is smaller as the angle of orientation of the MFs is small. Furthermore, we observe that the residual stress is greater in the new model compared to the normal HO model. This could affect the heart muscle at the organ level leading to hypertrophied/dilated cardiomyopathy.

1. Introduction

Several works have been carried out to understand the electromechanical behavior of the heart [1, 2]. This modeling requires knowledge of the morphology of the heart [3–5], its electrical behavior [6], and its mechanical behavior [3, 7]. However, the mechanical behavior of the heart remains a mystery due to the difficulty of finding a stress-strain relationship. Fortunately, several studies have already been performed to determine the mechanical properties and structure of heart tissue. Holzapfel and Ogden [8] proposed a nonlinear law describing its dynamics and revealing the existence of residual stresses in various directions. As muscle fibers (MFs) and collagen sheets’ matrices make up heart tissue, HO exploited this structuring but assumed that MFs are perpendicular at the reference configuration (RC); hypothesis neglects the contribution of the orientation angle of MFs at the RC. Fortunately, there are some works which take into account the orientation of MFs.

In blood vessels, Agianniotis et al. [9] demonstrated that the structural model of the vascular wall is less sensitive to orientation dispersion when the fibers are mainly oriented circumferentially. Cyron and Humphrey [10] analyzed the same behavior and established that some orientation of the fibers reinforces the structure of the artery. In electrophysiological models, Baier et al. [11] used MFs’ orientation to construct the diffusion tensor for electrical potential propagation. However, other researchers proved that despite the collagen fibers are tilted at the organ level, the directions of MFs and collagen sheets remain perpendicular at the local level [12] HO [8]. In fact, at the local level, the myocardial microstructure tissue is composed of layers.

On the contrary, the tilt of MFs is observed in the tissues of patients with congenital diseases [13, 14]. This is usually
seen in children at birth. This inclination appears during the development of the heart which leaves from a cylindrical cavity to a cavity with four chambers by undergoing irreversible poor morphogenesis [15]. For the elderly, tilting of MFs usually occurs after surgery [16]. However, thinking that the inclination of fibers at the level of the tissues may be the cause of certain heart diseases or the occurrence of certain congenital diseases is not yet well developed in the literature.

Motivated by the aforementioned interests in collagen fibers in various fields, we believe that considering the orientation angle of MFs in heart tissue could lead to new features regarding its fibrous structure and mechanical behavior. In this paper, a technique to better explain the mechanism of occurrence of certain congenital diseases is proposed. Then, we investigate the impact of the inclination of MFs on the mechanical behavior of the left ventricle. The outcome of this study is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce a tensile-compression test and simulate the dynamics of a small cubic sample of tissue (10 × 10 × 1 mm³) in which the MFs are not tilted, describing the HO model. Next, we design the modified Holzapfel–Ogden (MHO) model dealing with inclined MFs and new strain energy. The simplifying hypotheses and the mathematical formulation are presented. In addition, the stress variation with respect to the tilt angle of the MFs is examined. In Section 3, various established results with corresponding comments are exposed. Discussion and concluding remarks are given in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Simplifying Hypotheses. In this study, we formulate the upcoming assumptions. (i) We focus our attention on the myocardium of the left ventricle and consider it as nearly incompressible and less viscous [17]. (ii) The passive myocardium tissue is an orthotropic material having three mutually orthogonal planes with distinct material responses. (iii) The angle of orientation of MFs changes in the myocardium from the epicardium to the endocardium. However, it is possible to associate an orthogonal reference to the direction of the fibers. Therefore, no matter which layer is located between epicardium and endocardium, this reference remains valid. (iv) To model the poor organization of MFs at the microstructural level, we presume that, on each layer, the angle between the direction of MFs and that of collagen sheets is not 90° but varies very slightly. (v) We consider that all the phenomena which can occur at the level of the tissues could be reproduced at the level of the organs. Due to the complexity of MFs at the organ level and the difficulty of associating a reference with it, we will work at the local level and try to predict what might happen at the organ level.

The mathematical approach utilized is a semianalytical method which aims to highlight the stresses in the different planes of the tissue at the local level. Moreover, the analyses made here are based on an explanation of the stresses generated in the muscle during our simulations.

2.2. Model of the Myocardium. We consider the cardiac muscle model proposed by HO (2009) and depict in Figure 1. The parameters $f_0$, $s_0$, and $n_0$ represent, respectively, the unit vectors in the direction of the fibers, the collagen sheets, and the normal to the plane formed by the two preceding directions. Due to the complexity of linking myocardium to a simple reference frame, it is admitted that the three abovementioned directions constitute its unit coordinates.

In the reference configuration, HO (2009) considered that directions of the MFs are perpendicular. In this work, we exploit their nonlinear model and assume that MFs are inclined of $\alpha$ to reflect the fact that the cardiac muscle has undergone a deformation (Figure 2). Note that $\alpha$ is the angle between the collagen sheet and the directions of the muscle fibers. Now, the unit vectors are defined as

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
    \cos \alpha \\
    \sin \alpha \\
    0
\end{bmatrix},
$$

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
    0 \\
    1 \\
    0
\end{bmatrix},
$$

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
    0 \\
    0 \\
    1
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(1)

The idea behind the parameter $\alpha$ is to suggest a mathematical model of the cardiac muscle with a congenital disease or a form of cardiomyopathy and examine its dynamics. The limit case $\alpha = 0$ yields the HO results.

2.3. Mathematical Formulation. Let $\Omega_0$ and $\Omega$ be the nondeformed and deformed configurations of the myocardium. The quantities $X_i$ and $x_i$ denote, respectively, the coordinates bound to $\Omega_0$ and $\Omega$ such that the transformation function allowing describing the local kinematics of the system is

$$
F_{i,j} = \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial X_j}, \quad \text{with } i, j \in \{1, 2, 3\}. 
$$

We associate this tensor to the left and right Cauchy–Green stress tensors and to the Green–Lagrange strain tensor which are, respectively,

$$
C = F^T F, \\
B = F F^T, \\
E = \frac{1}{2} (C - I).
$$

The strain energy of HO (2009) is exploited to define these invariants:
\[
\begin{align*}
I & = \text{trace}(C), \\
I_{1f} & = f_0 \cdot (Cf_0), \\
I_{4s} & = s_0 \cdot (Cs_0), \\
I_{8fs} & = f_0 \cdot (Cs_0) = s_0 \cdot (Cf_0).
\end{align*}
\]

The stress tensor derives from the potential (strain energy) such as

\[
\sigma_p = F \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial E} = F \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial E} F^T,
\]

\[
S_p = 2 \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial E},
\]

where \(\sigma_p\) and \(S_p\) denote, respectively, the Cauchy stress tensor and the second Piola stress tensor for case of passive myocardium. The quantity \(\Psi\) designates the deformation energy:

\[
\Psi = \frac{a}{2b} \exp\{b(I_1 - 3)\} + \sum_{i=f,s} \frac{a_i}{2b_i} \left[ \exp\{b_i(I_4i - 1)^2\} - 1 \right] + \frac{a_{fs}}{2b_{fs}} \left[ \exp\{b_{fs}I_{8fs}^2\} - 1 \right].
\]

In (6), factors \(a, b, b_i, a_i, a_{fs},\) and \(b_{fs}\) deal with the properties of the material presented in Table 1, with \(i \in \{f, s\}\). Therefore, the passive stress tensor of Cauchy \(\sigma_p\) becomes

\[
\sigma_p = 2\Psi_{1f}B + 2\Psi_{4fo} \cdot f \otimes f + 2\Psi_{4so} \cdot s \otimes s + 2\Psi_{8fs} \cdot (f \otimes s + s \otimes f),
\]

where \(\Psi_{1f}, \Psi_{4fo}, \Psi_{4so},\) and \(\Psi_{8fs}\) represent the strain energies induced, respectively, by the invariants of the tensors \(I_1, I_{4f}, I_{4s},\) and \(I_{8fs},\) that is,
Table 1: Values of the system parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$a_f$</th>
<th>$b_f$</th>
<th>$a_s$</th>
<th>$b_s$</th>
<th>$a_{fs}$</th>
<th>$b_{fs}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>0.059 kPa</td>
<td>8.023  kPa</td>
<td>18.472 kPa</td>
<td>16.026 kPa</td>
<td>2.481 kPa</td>
<td>11.120 kPa</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>11.43 kPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the RC, we start with the modified model of Figure 2 and examine its dynamics by performing a shear in the $f$ direction, more precisely in the $s_0$ direction. In this shear mode, MFs are stretched and the corresponding tensor strain gradient is

$$
[f] = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
\lambda & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(9)

where $\lambda$ defines the stretch in collagen sheets direction. For the shear in $s_0$ direction, we have

$$
[B] = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & \lambda & 0 \\
\lambda & 1 & \lambda^2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(10)

$$
f = f_0 + \lambda,
$$

$$
s_{0s} = s_0,
$$

$$
n = n_0.
$$

The analytical expressions of the stresses according to the strain energy and the strain field used are expressed below:

$$
\sigma_{ff} = 2(\lambda^2 + 1)\Psi_1 + 2\Psi_{4fo}(\cos \alpha + \lambda \sin \alpha)^2 + 2\lambda^2 \Psi_{iso},
$$

(11a)

$$
\sigma_{fs} = \sigma_{sf}
$$

$$
= 2\lambda^2 \Psi_1 + 2\Psi_{4fo}[(\cos \alpha + \lambda \sin \alpha)\sin \alpha] + 2\lambda \Psi_{iso}
$$

$$
+ \Psi_{8fs}(\cos \alpha + \lambda \sin \alpha),
$$

(11b)

$$
\sigma_{ss} = 2\Psi_1 + 2\Psi_{4fo}(\sin \alpha)^2 + 2\Psi_{4so} + 2\Psi_{8fs} \sin \alpha,
$$

$$
\sigma_{ms} = 2\Psi_1,
$$

(11c)

in which

$$
\Psi_1 = \frac{a}{2} e^{b(I_1 - 3)} - \frac{a}{2}.
$$

(12a)

$$
\Psi_{4fo} = a_f(I_4 f - 1) e^{b(I_4 f - 1)^2},
$$

$$
\Psi_{4so} = a_s(I_4 s - 1) e^{b(I_4 s - 1)^2},
$$

$$
\Psi_{8fs} = a_f I_8 f e^{b I_8 f},
$$

(12b)

Numerical and experimental studies have revealed that the cardiac cycle is composed of an isochoric contraction (at constant volume) and an isovolumic contraction [12]. During the isochoric phase, the muscle is contracted linearly and can be modeled as an isotropic material. Then, the isotropic part $\Psi_{iso} = -\alpha(I_1 - 3)/2$ is introduced into the strain energy. This term aims canceling the residual stress in the HO model at the RC and may permit to understand impacts of the tilted angle of MFs. Such an expression was first used by Lafortune et al. [7] to force the material to respect the initial conditions but has not been exploited in combination with the complex strain energy function as done in this work.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Validation of the Numerical Model. To validate our proposed tensile-compression test approach, we consider the myocardium with noninclined MFs ($\alpha = 0$) and carry out numerical simulations for the strain energy established by HO (2009). Figures 3(a)–3(c) exhibit (HO case) the existence of nonneglected residual stresses in privileged directions. These observations are normal because the cardiac tissue possesses residual stresses beforehand. Our numerical code allows recovering results of HO (2009). Therefore, it can be exploited for further investigations.

To better appreciate the effects of the orientation angle of MFs on the occurrence of residual stresses in the cardiac tissue, these constraints should be null in the HO model for $\alpha = 0$. To achieve this aim, the isotropic part $\Psi_{iso}$ is inserted into (6) which becomes

$$
\Psi = \frac{a}{2b_f} \exp[b(I_1 - 3)] + \sum_{i=f,s} \frac{a_i}{2b_i} \left[ \exp[b_i(I_{4i} - 1)^2] - 1 \right]
$$

$$
+ \frac{a_{fs}}{2b_{fs}} \exp(b_{fs} I_{8fs}^2) - 1 - \frac{a}{2} (I_1 - 3).
$$

(13)
Expression (13) represents the new strain energy of the modified HO model for both \(\alpha = 0\) and \(\alpha \neq 0\) cases.

Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of the Cauchy constraints in the directions \(f, s, n,\) and \(fs\) in terms of the elongation. In these figures, we superimpose the constraints applied on the HO model and those of the HO model with \(\Psi_{\text{iso}}\). Figure 3(a) exhibits the stress in the direction of the fiber and shows that the isotropic part affects this stress by setting it to zero. For positive values of the elongation, it appears that the stress increases as the elongation grows and decreases otherwise. The same behaviors are observed in Figures 3(b) and 3(c) which display, respectively, evolutions of the stress in the collagen and collagen-normal directions. However, Figure 3(d) exhibits no significant difference in the combined fiber-sheet direction, since the isotropic part contributes only in both fiber and collagen sheet directions due to the first invariant of the right Cauchy stress tensor.

To summarize, the curves of Figure 3 clearly explain that the HO model possesses residual stresses. In other words, when the elongation equals zero (naturally at RC), one has a significant stress in the HO model as displayed in Table 2 which perfectly match the observation made in the scientific literature. Likewise, we define a new strain energy (13) which makes it possible to annihilate these stresses in RC. These results will permit us to examine the MHO model without residual stresses in the RC.

3.2. Contribution of the Tilted Angle of the MFs

3.2.1. General Results. Based on the MHO model (Figure 2), we deeply investigate the effects of the orientation angle of MFs and the growth of the constraints on the behavior of the myocardium tissue. Therefore, we discuss the occurrence of some diseases (such as cardiomyopathies) linking with the expansion of constraints in the heart muscle. Indeed, cardiomyopathies are known to modify the structure of the tissue and affect constraints by hardening or stretching the...
tissue. This action ultimately increases the stress of the heart muscle [18]. However, our strategy will not allow explaining the occurrence of congenital diseases at birth but will help to predict what might happen and how certain congenital diseases might develop after birth.

On the contrary, when the MFs are tilted (the MHO model with (13)), the ventricular myocardium seems to be more resistant to shear deformations that produce an extension of the myocyte axis $f$ in the $fs$ plane. Indeed, this resistance is higher in the positive plane for positive angles and zero in the negative plane (Figure 4(b)) and is also greater in the negative plane for negative angles and null in the positive plane (Figure 4(a)). These graphs exhibit the growth of stresses with the tilted angle of the MFs.

Moreover, it appears that, in the positive plane of the HO model (Figure 3(d)), the stress is lower than that of the corresponding modified model (Figure 4(b)) for positive angles. The same observations are made in the negative plane for negative angles. These results show that the stresses are greater in the MHO model due to the effects of the tilt angle of the MFs. There exist indirect experimental evidences suggesting that the characteristics and extent of the extracellular connective tissue matrix are important determinant of diastolic and systolic ventricular function [19].

Figure 5 exhibits the increase in stresses with growth of tilted angle of the MFs. For positive angles, the constraints are important in the direction of the collagen sheets (Figure 5(b)) for a tensile test. Indeed, when the fibers are inclined with positive angles (counterclockwise), the myocardium is prestressed. For people with such a myocardium and based on the fact that the myocardium is constantly stretched, they may experience blood overload in the ventricles leading to dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) such as eccentric cardiomyopathy [4]. Since DCM occurs when the heart muscle is too weak to pump blood efficiently, muscles stretch and thin. This allows the chambers of the heart to expand. One observes in Figure 5(a) that the muscle is initially stretched in the direction of the fiber and that it stretches more as the angle of inclination grows. Because the stress in the initial position is not zero, the muscle cannot be contracted directly, justifying the high-stress values obtained in the direction of collagen sheets and in the MFs direction. As the heart chambers are initially dilated, the heart muscle does not contract normally and cannot pump blood very well.

Similar analyses are performed for negative values of the orientation angle of MFs. Indeed, we observe that, for negative angles, the stresses increase as the angle grows, enlarge the cells of the heart muscle, stretch the walls of the ventricles, and cause their thickening. The size of the ventricle does not change significantly and remains near normal, but thickening can block blood flow out of the ventricle [20]. Figure 6 shows the evolution of stress in the direction of the fiber exhibiting the significant stress developed by a muscle to contract. When this happens, the heart undergoes hypertrophic obstructive (concentric) cardiomyopathy [21].

In most cases of cardiomyopathy, the heart muscle weakens and is unable to pump blood to the rest of the body as it should. This work shows that the orientation angle of MFs can cause such cardiomyopathies. As displayed in Figures 5 and 6, the muscle is already under great stress at RC. This stress prevents the muscle from contracting normally and forces the muscle to develop significant stress to do the same work as a healthy muscle. In fact, the more the angle increases, the more the stress at the RC grows, and consequently, the muscle remains hard or expands according to the sign of the tilted angle.

### 3.2.2. Impact on the Blood Circulation

Analyzes of the blood circulation aspect reveal (Figure 4) that the MFs orientation angle stretches the heart muscle more in some planes than in others causing degradation of the cardiac cycle. Indeed, after a cycle of contraction-relaxation, the pressure-volume loop is more stretched and flatter [22]. According to Cargo’s hypothesis, when the myocardium is stretched, the biaxially organized connective tissue networks from the epimysium to the endomysium reorganize to align more closely with the direction of the MFs. In our model, we consider the pathology by assuming that fibers are tilted leading to a disorganized alignment. This disorganization will impact the cardiac function which directly affects the pressure-volume curve of the ventricle.

Diastolic dysfunction happens when the heart fails to relax completely, so the volume of blood needed by the organs is reduced. This situation is due to an extra-reversible growth characterized by nonzero constraints at the RC. This acute reversibility causes a state of residual stress in the medium which is intrinsic to the shortening of myofibril. For this reason, the heart muscle expands and is no longer under strain from the hemodynamic pressure [15]. These results are in perfect agreement with the findings of Caulfield and Borg [23] who assert that the substantial changes in ventricular wall thickness that occur during the cardiac cycle are only possible due to slippage and rearrangement of the ventricular wall.

### 3.2.3. Links with Clinical Observations

Clinical observations have established that people with congenital diseases possess heart tissue with tilted MFs (Ghonim et al., 2017). Therefore, the MHO model provides insight into the

### Table 2: Residual stress

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of stress</th>
<th>HO model (2009)</th>
<th>HO model with $\Psi_{iso}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{ff} = \sigma_{ss} = \sigma_{nn}$</td>
<td>0.059 kPa</td>
<td>0.000 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{13}$</td>
<td>0.000 kPa</td>
<td>0.000 kPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
stressful state of the heart of a patient with congenital disease. This stressful state may be due to surgery, morphogenesis and/or muscle growth related to poor heart muscle structure. Since the myocardium is an assembly of tissues, observations made at the tissue level could be extended at the organ level.

Figure 4: Behavior of the heart tissue for (a) negative and (b) positive values of the orientation angle of the MFs.

Figure 5: Stress variation versus the elongation in the direction of the fibers (a) and in the direction of the collagen sheets (b) for various orientation angles of the MFs.
4. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the microstructural dynamics of the myocardium and its impact on cardiac functions. We analyzed the effects of the orientation angle of MFs on the behavior of cardiac tissue and on the occurrence of certain forms of cardiomyopathy. Therefore, we performed a numerical tensile-compressive test on a cubic sample of the myocardium defined by HO (2009) and recovered their results which validate our model. Since the inclination of MFs is observed in several cases of patients with congenital diseases, we introduced at the microstructure level, a modified model in which all the directions of the fibers (collagen sheet, muscular fibers, and normal direction) form a nonorthogonal reference in each layer of the myocardium. The results on this new sample displayed that, in certain directions, the heart tissue is more resistant to shear deformations which produce an extension of the myocyte axis ($f$) in the plane ($fs$). It appeared that the stresses increase with the growth in the angle of inclination of the MFs. During comparative studies, we demonstrated that the residual stress is greater in the MHO model than in the HO model. Such residual stress could affect cardiac tissue leading to certain forms of cardiomyopathy. Our results were also compared to existing ones and agreed very well.
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